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Case DescriptionCase DescriptionCase Description Case Description 
AA 2525 ld l d i b t it fld l d i b t it f 33 A A 25 25 years old male served in a combat unit for years old male served in a combat unit for 3 3 years years 
(GOLANY) (GOLANY) 

 Implantation of Dual chamber ICD inImplantation of Dual chamber ICD in 77//20102010 due todue toImplantation of Dual chamber ICD in Implantation of Dual chamber ICD in 77//2010 2010 due to due to 
Severe Non ischemic Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Severe Non ischemic Dilated Cardiomyopathy. 

 One month prior to implant the patient felt fatigue and One month prior to implant the patient felt fatigue and gg
shortness of breath (PND) treated with diuretics. shortness of breath (PND) treated with diuretics. 

 NSVT in Holter without symptoms NSVT in Holter without symptoms 
EFEF 1010%% EF=EF=1010% % 

 NSR,QRS =NSR,QRS = 100100msms



Baseline ECGBaseline ECGBaseline ECGBaseline ECG



Holter findingsHolter findingsHolter findings Holter findings 



Echo Results Prior To Implant  Echo Results Prior To Implant  pp



1919 1212 1111 the patient hadthe patient had 11 shockshock1919..1212..11 11 the patient had the patient had 1 1 shockshock



The beginning of the episodeThe beginning of the episodeThe beginning of the episodeThe beginning of the episode



Continuation Continuation 



ATP treatmentATP treatmentATP treatmentATP treatment



VT therapy RxVT therapy Rx22VT therapy RxVT therapy Rx22



Shock & TerminationShock & TerminationShock & TerminationShock & Termination



Episode TextEpisode TextEpisode Text Episode Text 



Take a look and ask yourself:Take a look and ask yourself:Take a look and ask yourself:Take a look and ask yourself:

 Was the shock appropriate?Was the shock appropriate?
 What was the rhythm?What was the rhythm?What was the rhythm?What was the rhythm?
 Any recommendations regarding Any recommendations regarding 

i ?i ?programming?programming?



So What was the rhythm?So What was the rhythm?So…What was the rhythm?So…What was the rhythm?

Atirum
The device

FFRW
Vent

The device 
Classified as Sinus Tach



Sinus Tach continues but due to atrial oversensing the deviceSinus Tach continues but due to atrial oversensing the deviceSinus Tach continues, but due to atrial oversensing, the device Sinus Tach continues, but due to atrial oversensing, the device 
classifies as AFclassifies as AF

A>V and the rate is in the SVT limitA>V and the rate is in the SVT limit



If it’s Sinus Tach why treat?If it’s Sinus Tach why treat?If it s Sinus Tach, why treat?If it s Sinus Tach, why treat?



Dual Tachycardia Detection RuleDual Tachycardia Detection RuleDual Tachycardia Detection RuleDual Tachycardia Detection Rule



Dual Tach Detected due to Dual Tach Detected due to 
Regularity of the Vent Regularity of the Vent 

Vent is very regular 



Interrogation of the device reveals Interrogation of the device reveals 
Far Field R Wave Far Field R Wave 

And …..Atrial Undersensing 



Sensing test reveals paroxysmal Sensing test reveals paroxysmal 
low Atrial Amplitude low Atrial Amplitude 



Hence the following Programming Hence the following Programming 
Changes:Changes:

 Changed the PVAB to Changed the PVAB to 150 150 ms and  the ms and  the 
blanking blanking –– Oversensing solutionOversensing solutiongg gg
 Changed the PVAB from partial to Changed the PVAB from partial to 

AbsoluteAbsolute Oversensing solutionOversensing solutionAbsolute Absolute -- Oversensing solutionOversensing solution
 Changed Atrial Sensitivity from Changed Atrial Sensitivity from 00..45 45 to to 00..3 3 

–– Undersensing SolutionUndersensing Solution
 Changed the cutoff of VF zone toChanged the cutoff of VF zone to 200200bpmbpm Changed the cutoff of VF zone to Changed the cutoff of VF zone to 200200bpmbpm



Reminder of PVAB optionsReminder of PVAB optionsReminder of PVAB options Reminder of PVAB options 



ContinueContinueContinue Continue 



Print out of changesPrint out of changesPrint out of changes Print out of changes 



Final recommendationsFinal recommendationsFinal recommendationsFinal recommendations



Checking the new programmingChecking the new programming--
Rhythm after short fast walk   Rhythm after short fast walk   

The device identifies Sinus Tach, thus no detection, no over/under sensing



Quick thought:Quick thought: If the device wasIf the device wasQuick thought: Quick thought: If the device was If the device was 
PROTECTA family, it could operate PROTECTA family, it could operate 

WAVELET algorithm along with PR LOGICWAVELET algorithm along with PR LOGICWAVELET algorithm along with PR LOGICWAVELET algorithm along with PR LOGIC

 WaveletWavelet Uses EGM morphology toUses EGM morphology to Wavelet Wavelet -- Uses EGM morphology to Uses EGM morphology to 
improve SVT discriminationimprove SVT discrimination



Improved SVT DiscriminationImproved SVT Discrimination
PR Logic® + Wavelet

The operation of both PR Logic and Wavelet SVT discrimination features remain 
unchanged if programmed on independently, however minor modifications were 
made if programmed on sequentially to allow for the application of Wavelet inmade if programmed on sequentially to allow for the application of Wavelet in 
double tachycardias, and for those rhythms with V-V intervals are equal to or 
slower than A-A intervals to activate Wavelet



Wavelet in Dual and Triple Wavelet in Dual and Triple 
CCChamber DevicesChamber Devices

 Wavelet Auto Template Collection:Wavelet Auto Template Collection:
 Excludes templates where atrial pacing occurs before a Excludes templates where atrial pacing occurs before a 

ventricular sense to avoid template corruptionventricular sense to avoid template corruptionventricular sense to avoid template corruptionventricular sense to avoid template corruption
 Auto Template Collection shipped OFF in CRTAuto Template Collection shipped OFF in CRT--DD
 Manual collection recommendedManual collection recommended

 Wavelet EGM: Wavelet EGM: 
 EGMEGM 22 source shipped Can to RVsource shipped Can to RV coil nominally (same farcoil nominally (same far EGM EGM 2 2 source shipped Can to RVsource shipped Can to RV--coil nominally (same farcoil nominally (same far--

field vector used in VR devices)field vector used in VR devices)

 When PR LogicWhen PR Logic®® is OFF and Wavelet is ON, Wavelet operates is OFF and Wavelet is ON, Wavelet operates 
the same as in VR devicesthe same as in VR devices



SummariesSummariesSummaries Summaries 

 Looking at the EGM’s reveals that the rhythm is Looking at the EGM’s reveals that the rhythm is 
not AF like it seems thus its Sinus Tach.not AF like it seems thus its Sinus Tach.
 PVAB’s can be great help for dealing with PVAB’s can be great help for dealing with 

oversensing oversensing gg
 Wavelet in dual chamber devices can be helpful Wavelet in dual chamber devices can be helpful 

if PR logic rules are not meetif PR logic rules are not meetif PR logic rules are not meet if PR logic rules are not meet 
 SVT limit needs to be wide for tachy patients.  SVT limit needs to be wide for tachy patients.  
 Medication’s for slowing the rates areMedication’s for slowing the rates are Medication’s for slowing the rates are Medication’s for slowing the rates are 

necessary.   necessary.   



““Tracking your images”Tracking your images”
from the original bookfrom the original bookfrom the original book… from the original book… 

enjoy! enjoy! 
Tracking your imagesTracking your imagesTracking your imagesTracking your images

""I shall have to wait until I catch up with it," said I shall have to wait until I catch up with it," said 
WinnieWinnie--thethe--Pooh. "Now, look there." He pointed to Pooh. "Now, look there." He pointed to 
the ground in front of him. "What do you see the ground in front of him. "What do you see 
there?"there?"
""Tracks," said Piglet. "PawTracks," said Piglet. "Paw--marks." He gave a marks." He gave a 
littl k f it t "Oh P h! Dlittl k f it t "Oh P h! Dlittle squeak of excitement. "Oh, Pooh! Do you little squeak of excitement. "Oh, Pooh! Do you 
think it's athink it's a----aa----a Woozle?"a Woozle?"
""It may be," said Pooh. "Sometimes it is, and It may be," said Pooh. "Sometimes it is, and 
sometimes it isn't. You never can tell with pawsometimes it isn't. You never can tell with paw--
marks."marks."
With these few words he went on tracking, and With these few words he went on tracking, and gg
Piglet, after watching him for a minute or two, ran Piglet, after watching him for a minute or two, ran 
after him. Winnieafter him. Winnie--thethe--Pooh had come to a sudden Pooh had come to a sudden 
stop, and was bending over the tracks in a stop, and was bending over the tracks in a 
puzzled sort of way.puzzled sort of way.
""What's the matter?" asked Piglet.What's the matter?" asked Piglet.
""It's a very funny thing," said Bear, "but there It's a very funny thing," said Bear, "but there y y g, ,y y g, ,
seem to be two animals now. Thisseem to be two animals now. This----whateverwhatever--itit--
waswas----has been joined by anotherhas been joined by another----whateverwhatever--itit--isis----
and the two of them are now proceeding in and the two of them are now proceeding in 
company. Would you mind coming with me, company. Would you mind coming with me, 
Piglet, in case they turn out to be Hostile Piglet, in case they turn out to be Hostile 
Animals?"Animals?"Animals?Animals?
Piglet scratched his ear in a nice sort of way, and Piglet scratched his ear in a nice sort of way, and 
said that he had nothing to do until Friday, and said that he had nothing to do until Friday, and 
would be delighted to would be delighted to 


